Writing an essay based on our key question
WALT: unpack what an essay is, analyse an exemplar and plan for our own essay
Resources to support:
How to write a five-paragraph essay
Why write essays?
How to write an essay: basic essay structure in 3 minutes (3 minute video)
Lesson Sequence
● Brainstorm: What does “essay” mean? Collaboratively write a definition.
● What is the purpose of writing essays? Convinces the reader to agree with your
argument, organises your thinking, demonstrates your knowledge of the subject,
develops a formal approach to writing that communicates clearly and with authority.
● Bridging - transferable skills to work/higher education: reading and note-making, critical
thinking and analysis, organising ideas, arguing a case, communicating effectively with a
reader.
● Show How to write an essay video.
● Unpack planning sheet - essay criteria: five paragraphs (introduction, three supporting
paragraphs, conclusion), each supporting paragraph has at least two ‘E’s (elaborate,
explain, example).
● Give out copies of Antarctica and Tourism essay, explain that we are going to analyse
this exemplar according to essay-writing criteria.
● Introduction: start with a hook (question, quote, shocking statistic, provocative statement,
intriguing anecdote). Lure your reader in the door! Set-up the situation (announce your
subject, who/what is this about, background info) Keep your reader in the house!
● How does “Antarctica and Tourism” do this? Intriguing anecdote about Antarctica as
tourist destination. Gives background info about how tourism has increased. Emphasises
scenic beauty and unique wildlife, implying their importance.
● Supporting paragraphs: start with a topic sentence. Limit yourself to one point. Support
your point with ‘E’s. Transition to your next point with last sentence. Use as much
evidence as possible.
● What is the topic sentence of the first supporting paragraph? Does it give a good
indication of what the paragraph will be about? Topic sentence suggests more
background info on tourism. Elaboration, explanation, or example? Does this paragraph
have two ‘E’s? Does it transition to the next point with its last sentence?
● Repeat process with remaining supporting paragraphs.
● Conclusion: relate back to introduction. Add new piece of info. Leave reader thinking.
● How does the conclusion of Antarctica and Tourism relate back to the introduction?
What new information does it give us? Does it leave the reader thinking?
● Give students copies of planning sheet. Discuss how they might turn their key question
into a thesis statement, eg. “Climate change is causing irreparable damage to
Antarctica.”

●

Give students remainder of workshop time to plan for their essays, supporting where
necessary.

Exemplar of Level 4 essay:

Give copies to students to use as checklists for criteria.
Essay Writing Success Criteria

